MASTER IN
GLOBAL BUSINESS LAW (LL.M.)
DEGREE:

Master of Laws (LL.M.)

MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY:

Global Business Law

SPECIALIZATION:

Global Business – Mergers & Acquisitions,
Finance, Dispute Resolution,
Digitalization & Mobility

HIGHLIGHTS:
Entire study course in English
State-of-the-art know-how in global business transactions
Small study groups with individual support and coaching
	Modules targeted to balance academic quality and
practical usefulness

STUDY LOCATION:

EBS Universität
Wiesbaden Germany

DURATION OF STUDIES:

2 semesters

TYPE OF STUDY PROGRAMME:

full-time

ECTS:

60 ECTS

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
	Bachelor’s degree with 240 ECTS or an equivalently recognized
degree and work experience
One letter of recommendation
Proof of English-language proficiency (TOEFL, IELTS)

Strong corporate and law firm network
Focus on internationality, interdisciplinarity and innovation
Close to the corporate and banking world in the middle of Germany
Contact
Phone +49 611 7102 1584
llm@ebs.edu
www.ebs.edu/llm

TUITION FEES: 19,800 EUROS

ENHANCE
YOUR LEGAL
HORIZONS

The Master’s in Global Business Law (LL.M.) with its focus on digitalization and
mobility, offers lawyers a truly international opportunity to gain knowledge and
practical insights into the main fields of global business. You will gain an insight
into the processes and issues involved in the acquisition and sale of companies,
as well as the associated financing- and transaction-related legal disputes in
an international context. In three study modules, you will thus build up sound
knowledge in the areas of Mergers & Acquisitions, Banking & Finance, and
Dispute Resolution. In the fourth study module, you will deal intensively with
business models from the areas of digitalization and mobility and analyse them
from an international legal perspective. During the basic module, you will also
expand your legal skills and deepen your knowledge in the areas of methodology,
ethics and the fundamentals of international business law. You will also have
the opportunity to further develop your leadership qualities, soft skills, and
personality.

YOUR LL.M. IN GLOBAL BUSINESS LAW
The LL.M. programme is tailored to your professional needs and interests. It comprises two semesters, includes a total of five study
modules and concludes with your master’s thesis – in cooperation with practitioners. Each module consists of several courses, lasts six
weeks and ends with an examination. The content of all modules is matched and usefully interlinked. The programme is complemented
by visits to some exciting sights as well as visits to partner companies and law firms of EBS Universität. The extensive network of
students, faculty members and alumni also offers many opportunities for professional and personal networking. The excellent location
of EBS in the heart of Europe and close to Frankfurt Airport also allows you to travel flexibly and efficiently.

BASIC
MODULE

MODULE 1
Global mergers &
acquisitions

MODULE 2
Global
banking & finance

MODULE 3
Global dispute
resolution

MODULE 4
Global digitalization & mobility

Basics of international law I:
introduction to European
Union law

Legal and economic
basis for M&A

Economic introduction
to global banking:
world economy

Global litigation

Trade and
transport law

Legal boundaries of M&A
transactions
Simulation of an M&A deal

Banking law in the
European Union
M&A finance
Capital markets law
Seminar:
international
securities trading

EXAMINATION PERIOD

Methods II:
legal methodology and
academic writing

Post-merger integration and
restructuring process

EXAMINATION PERIOD

Methods I:
introduction to law
and economics

EXAMINATION PERIOD

INTRODUCTION DAYS

Basics of international
law II: introduction to
commercial law

Global investor-state
dispute resolution
Global regulatory
disputes
Seminar

EXAMINATION PERIOD

Global commercial
arbitration

M&A practicalities

Supply chain design
and planning
Digitalization –
regulatory challenges
of technological
progress
Business model
innovation in the
mobility sector

MASTER’S THESIS

SEMESTER 2 – SPRING TERM

EXAMINATION PERIOD

SEMESTER 1 – FALL TERM

Business ethics I:
the moral behind the law
Business ethics II:
relevance and current issues
of compliance

ABOUT EBS UNIVERSITÄT
As a pioneer among German business schools, EBS is still setting new standards, 40 years after its foundation: after expanding the
Business School into the EBS Universität für Wirtschaft und Recht, it has continued to develop, now also educating fully qualified
lawyers and supporting professional lawyers in their steps on the career ladder. All faculties – the EBS Business School, the EBS
Executive School and the EBS Law School – stand for excellence in research, teaching and further education. Inquisitive, talented
and cosmopolitan students study here. The study programmes are practice-oriented with a strong international focus.

